A Note on Uninstalling the Flash Development Toolkit V.3.06 Release 00 and V.3.07 Release 00

Please take note of the problem stated below with uninstalling the Flash Development Toolkit V.3.06 Release 00 and V.3.07 Release 00. (These toolkits are used for programming flash memory in the SuperH RISC engine, M16C, H8SX, H8S, H8, and 740 families of MCUs.)

1. Description
   If you uninstall the Flash Development Toolkit V.3.06 Release 00 or V.3.07 Release00 through the Add/Remove Programs dialog box in Windows' Control Panel, the information of registered software tools for the AutoUpdate Utility may also be removed.
   If this is the case, the AutoUpdate Utility will not operate properly.
   In this case, please re-install all your products supporting AutoUpdate Utility.
   Even if you have updated your toolkit from V.3.06 Release 00 or V.3.07 Release 00 to V.3.07 Release 01, this problem will also arise. However, if you have installed V.3.07 Release 01, this problem will be eliminated.

2. Workaround
   We have provided the uninstaller of the Flash Development Toolkit V.3.06 and V.3.07. Please visit here to see detail.
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